EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Tens of millions of Americans have essentially no voice in the U.S. House due to our broken winner-take-all elections. This report estimates the number of voters “locked out of representation” and proposes solutions to restore a voice to every voter.

Key findings include:

• Only 8% of U.S. House elections in 2022 were truly competitive.

• About 62 million eligible voters live in districts that are safe for the political party they oppose.

• The Fair Representation Act would give a voice to all Americans who are currently locked out of representation.

Following the 2022 congressional elections, FairVote published two new reports, Dubious Democracy and Monopoly Politics, which detailed how the current House of Representatives was selected in the least competitive races since 2016.

Out of the 435 U.S. House elections, there were only 36 truly competitive races, or roughly 8% of elections. Relatedly, 98% of incumbents who competed in the general election won, primarily due to districts being overwhelmingly safe for one party.

Safe districts are thought of as “red” and “blue” districts, but if we dig into the numbers, we find that this characterization does a disservice to the diversity of thought and experience within them. There are many voters who prefer Democrats living in safe Republican districts in places like Arkansas and the Texas panhandle; and there are many voters who prefer Republicans living in safe Democratic districts in places like Massachusetts and Manhattan. And that’s saying nothing of the voters who have a mix of political viewpoints or prefer a different political party altogether. These people vote, but in a winner-take-all system, their votes are insufficient to actually elect anyone.
Estimating a precise number of voters locked out of representation is more difficult than you might expect. You cannot use voter registration. Many places don’t ask voters to list a political party when they register to vote, and in those that do, many voters identify differently in their registration than in how they vote at the ballot box.

Fortunately, the tool FairVote uses in its biennial Monopoly Politics report provides a solution. In Monopoly Politics, we predict the results of U.S. House elections before each election cycle by determining a district’s partisanship – how much its voters prefer Republicans or Democrats, all else being equal. Partisanship is a percentage, so we can multiply that percentage by the approximate number of eligible voters in the district (provided by the United States Census Bureau) to estimate the number of voters in each district who prefer Republicans and the number who prefer Democrats.

**Our findings for 2022:**

- **186 million eligible voters live in safe districts, and only about 53 million live in districts not safe for one political party.¹**
- About 36 million eligible voters who prefer Democrats live in safe Republican districts.
- About 26 million eligible voters who prefer Republicans live in safe Democratic districts.
- Summing these values, about 62 million eligible voters live in districts that are safe for the political party they oppose.

The exclusive use of single-winner districts for representation is unusual – only a few countries elect their legislative bodies this way. Defenders of the system often cite the benefits of geographic representation: single-winner districts ensure that everyone has “their” local representative. But as these numbers show, about 62 million eligible voters have a local representative that does not vote in their interests. Such voters may feel “represented” by members of their preferred party who represent other districts (say, voters in a safe Republican district who identify more with Nancy Pelosi or Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez than with their own representative), but those members are not accountable to them.

Single-winner districts can never adequately represent the diversity of thought and experience present in all geographic regions of the United States, because it is impossible for one representative to adequately represent multiple viewpoints. However, there is an alternative to single-winner districts. Under a proportional ranked choice voting system like the Fair Representation Act, larger districts would each send three, four, or five members to the House of Representatives. Each of those members would be elected by a distinct group of voters, such that nearly every voter would actually help elect one of the winners.

¹ We classify safe districts as those where one party is expected to win with at least 56% of the vote, or a 12-point margin.
Simulations of possible Fair Representation Act districts show an equal share of seats for Republicans and Democrats. Republicans in Manhattan and Democrats in Arkansas would never again be locked out of representation. In essence, the 62 million voters who are locked out of representation would go down to nearly zero. This provides a powerful reason to support a model like the Fair Representation Act for elections to the House of Representatives and other legislative bodies.

For the full data, download this spreadsheet.
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